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[0:00]

TGRW: Today is May 24, 2022. My name is Tameron Williams from the Merrill-Cazier Library Special
Collections and Archives. This morning we are interviewing Associate Vice President of Human
Resources, Doug Bullock. This is another oral history interview for the Covid Collection Project.
Joining us on the interview is Jennifer Duncan, the Interim Dean of Libraries.
Good morning, Mr. Bullock.
DB:

Good morning.

TGRW: Could you briefly detail your career here at Utah State University and the responsibilities in your
current role, prior to the outbreak of Covid 19?
DB:

My career here at USU?

TGRW: Yes.
DB:

So, I’ve been at USU just crossed five years. I have day-to-day responsibility for all of the HR
functions for Utah State University including both the Logan Campus as well as the statewide
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campuses and extension offices. I oversee compensation, benefits, employee relations—what else
do I have—our HRIS system, the employment function which supports the recruiting aspects for
the university and help with policy updating and drafting and supporting the senior leadership
team in execution of strategy for attracting and retaining the talent for Utah State University.
TGRW: Now, what was happening in your office in the early months of 2020, leading up to the first cases
of Covid 19 in Utah, January to March, as news is kind of coming about?
DB:

Well, I think there was just a lot of monitoring of how the cases were spreading. I think during
that period of time there wasn’t a lot happening in the United States. Quite frankly I don’t think
we were really ramping up for any kind of response at that point. I think it was pretty much
business as usual with an eye on that and understanding that, you know, we probably were going
to have some illness and some people out, but I don’t think we really understood what the extent
was going to be.

TGRW: So, Utah State University makes a decision to begin implementing a response to Covid 19 with
the cancellation of events, transition to remote learning—what was your role in developing those
plans and then their execution?
[2:26]
DB:

I would have to say from an HR standpoint, if I’m honest about it, I wasn’t as involved on the
front end. I don’t think historically HR has perhaps had the same level of visibility that we enjoy
now, post pandemic. I think the pandemic helped elevate what HR can do and what we could do
to support the institution that way. So there weren’t a lot of discussions early on. In fact, there
were some of the committees that I was not even a part of which kind of surprised me but, over
time as we helped draft communications, as we helped draft updates to temporary policies, as we
helped execute paid leave for employees, training and support for supervisors who were dealing
with, ‘how do I deal with the pivot to remote work’—I think that really helped kind of bolster
what we were able to do so support the university during that time. So, early on not so much. By
the end I had plenty of committees I was on.

TGRW: Speaking to those committees, you were a member of the Covid 19 Task Force, correct?
DB:

Yes—well, it depends on which committee. So, there’s the Covid Safety Committee which I was
heavily involved with as we pivoted to remote work and then as we helped departments transition
back. There’s the Covid Action Committee which is a smaller group of key individuals who were
sort of providing updates and making decisions on a week-to-week basis. There’s the Covid
Stabilization Task Force which was a very large group. I was not initially involved in that one.
Midway through they added me to that one but that really became more of an update out of the
Covid Action Committee. So those were the three main committees that I was involved with. And
then I’m now on the Post-Covid Task Force which is helping to look at, you know, what now,
what next?

[4:23]
TGRW: And early on, what was your role? You had said that HR wasn’t as heavily focused on during that
period of time.
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DB:

Yeah, we were working behind the scenes. I was communicating with my boss, Dave Cowley,
and we were just trying to gear up and support leaders in how to handle remote work. We were
helping support benefited staff, helping them to understand what they could do with regards to
taking leave and forward individuals who either needed accommodation or who were catching
Covid—particularly pre-vaccine—and trying to minimize the spread that way. We were a little bit
involved with helping to make sure that the signage for the buildings with regards to mask
wearing and social distancing were put into place.
And then, really, our efforts started ramping up when I was put onto the Covid Safety Task Force
or Safety Committee where we were actually meeting with department heads regarding particular
issues in their area.

JD:

Doug, can I ask a quick question about remote work—I mean, I know you were working on the
telework policy leading up to this implementation which we now have, but what were you
drawing on—because we didn’t really have remote work before Covid?

DB:

No, interestingly enough—I mean, I started—my team started working on updating/creating the
first ever telework policy for USU. Even in 2017, 2018 when I was here, we were trying to get
that kind of put together and ready and culturally the university was not a huge fan of a lot of
telework.

[6:08]
I think there were some isolated areas, but I think the culture really was we are a brick-and-mortar
school, we are a residential campus and therefore we need to have people on-site performing the
work. We can’t—I think the sense was that we can’t do what we do, remotely. And yet March of
2020 comes around and looking back, I think it was just phenomenal to see a university of our
size and with that culture and that history—since 1888—pivot, quickly. And those are the things
that I keep trying to tell people: We need to make sure we keep the good things from Covid,
learning that we can move quickly as a university to make change and execute still—and from my
perspective at least everything I’ve heard—the work that was done during the pandemic,
remotely, was every bit as good or better than the work we were doing in person.
With perhaps the exception of some of the, you know, some of the classes. Some students, I
think, really—some students did fine with an online transition, some students really struggled, I
think, not having the face-to-face contact. So I think those things as I watched us pivot and move
out into that sort of remote process was pretty amazing, I think. And then—so from there I
actually had the policy ready and I was ready to say, hey, great time to put in the telework policy.
I thought this would be a slam dunk and basically I was kind of asked to pull back on that because
they did not—senior leadership did not want it to be perceived that we were being opportunistic
in trying to push through a telework policy when everyone was teleworking when that may not be
the case when Covid was over.
So, I actually had to hold on that. We put in some temporary policies with the president that
allowed for the telework to happen mainly as a protection from a health and safety standpoint.
And so the telework policy was not able to be sort of brought back forward until just last fall.
October of 2021 is when we finally got that through the vetting process with the different
stakeholders and had it passed and approved.
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[8:21]
So, that was sort of an interesting process to assume that—you know, I sort of assumed, hey,
we’ll finally get this thing through and it still took another two years after that to get it through.
The wheels of bureaucracy turn slowly, but they do turn.
TGRW: So, at the end of that spring semester, with telework and faculty meetings in mind, we go into the
summer kind of with a lot of unknowns, by the fall there’s a desire to return to the classroom,
mask wearing, social distancing—what steps did you and your team take to find that normal—
especially with telework policies not being implemented, per se?
DB:

Well, I think as we watched the evolution of the virus and the pandemic, while I think there was
a strong desire to get back, I think—I’m trying to—Covid has warped all sense of time for me, so
I always have to think about when did stuff really happen in these last two years.

JD:

I think we’re talking fall ’20?

TGRW: Fall ’20.
JD:

Fall ’20.

DB:

The fall ’20—because I’m trying to remember, was Delta—did Delta happen fall of ’20 or fall of
’21?

TGRW: Delta was fall of ’21.
DB:

’21. So this would have been the first one.

JD:

Prior to the vaccine, I think we’re talking.

DB:

Yeah, we’re still talking pre-vaccine.

TGRW: Yes.
DB:

And so, I mean, we were thinking about that but I honestly don’t remember us ever really getting
that serious. I think there was a strong desire but I think that the nature of the pandemic and the
fact that we didn’t have a vaccine—I don’t really recall us making a lot of efforts that way. I think
it was ongoing support through the Safety Committee, for departments. I mean, we had geared up
at one point. I think Mike George and his area had printed up credentials to issue to essential
employees so that people could be back on campus with approval because we were still trying to
minimize the presence, but I don’t think those were ever issued in any great way.

[10:23]
I think a few may have been but, you know, I never got one to be authorized back on campus. So
we really did just sort of stay in the remote mode. I can tell you one of the things we did on our
HR team, for my team particularly, is we said it was really important to stay connected with our
remote workers and so basically what I did was we weren’t traveling like we did to conferences
and such and so I used some of my department funds and every month our leadership team, we
found a small item—whether that was a loaf of bread from Great Harvest or whether that was
candy bars or whatever—and we would actually drive out in the valley and drop stuff at our
staff’s homes each month with a little thank you for the work that they were continuing to do
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remotely and so it was sort of a ding-dong-ditch. Because of the virus, we’d have to just drop
those at the door and then leave.
So, I think part of that was trying to help other leaders to realize that—how do you stay
connected? How do you still hold people accountable but how do you continue to reassure people
that we’re still going to, you know, we have to work through this process but we’re going to get
through it together.
TGRW: Was there a lot of concern—especially pre-vaccine—from university-wide staff, faculty, the, you
know, we’re coming back to campus, students are going to be back on campus, we’d like to stay
remote just by—
DB:

Not really in fall of ’20. I think that evolved later on after we got vaccine in place. In fact we still
have a few faculty who are still really concerned and, you know, we’re dealing with those as oneoffs, but I do think as we got ready to come back, I think having a vaccine in place but still not
sure how effective the vaccine was and I think just because it was so new and so different I think
you had the combination of people who were really worried about their health based on their own
health conditions and our faculty—many of those are older and in a higher risk situation.

[12:27]
So I think there was concern getting back to in-person in front of, you know, 200 kids, students,
in a tight situation. But, yeah, I think that’s where the communication and the efforts to really
plan for safety—coming back safely, that was pretty impressive between the Safety Committee,
Robert Wagner and his group, the efforts they did to put signage on the chairs, signage in the
classrooms, we’ve got signage on the doors to help people understand what those expectations
were. So I don’t think there was that much that we did, you know, initially, as far as coming back.
Once we did finally transition back I think that, again, some faculty kind of went off on their own
and said, well, I’m going to make my students test every week. And we’re, like, no, you really
can’t do that.
Others were, you know, more than willing to. Others just said, I want to continue to do hybrid.
And I think teaching in a hybrid world worked really well for some faculty and it was really hard
for some. Some didn’t like having to try to watch a screen and try to watch people in class. I think
that was difficult for some but others liked that and I think some of their students thrived on that.
So it has been an interesting hodge-podge, I think, of reactions as we’ve evolved—the ways that
we deliver instruction.
TGRW: So, coming out of the—just step back a minute—coming out of that spring 2020 semester, the
legislature had mandated a 75% to 80% return to classroom and then also mandated that you
couldn’t necessarily mandate masks for students. That transition for your team, just from an
HR—what was that like assisting, you know, the university in that return?
[14:16]
DB:

Well, really our main role in that is we helped review some of the communication that went out,
but really that execution was left, I think, to the deans and vice presidents and the provost office
in communicating that out—particularly to the faculty side of the house—because that was really,
I think, where the real concerns were. So we weren’t as involved in that from an HR standpoint
other than just the support in developing that communication and those contact pieces. And then
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dealing with, you know, if we had a faculty member or a staff member asking for a reasonable
accommodation to either not have to be in person or, you know, what was their particular medical
situation that might necessitate them not being potentially exposed.
TGRW: So, coming out of that year, what had you felt were the most successful aspects of the response
and your role on the task force and in HR?
DB:

What do I think were the successes?

TGRW: Yeah.
JD:

And what timeframe are we talking about right now?

TGRW: We’re talking March 2020 to current academic year, basically.
JD:

Oh, all the way through the pandemic, yes.

TGRW: Yeah.
JD:

Yes, okay.

DB:

Yeah, I mean I think the main things that came out of this that were really positive are, again,
hopefully creating an understanding that a university of our size can change quickly with good
communication, with concerted effort. And I hope that we keep that for those things that we want
to change in the future. So I think understanding we can move quickly. I think communication—I
think that the pandemic built connections and broke down silos between departments that
previously may not have talked to each other as much. And I think it created better understanding
of some of the needs of things to think about when making policy decisions and making, you
know, operational decisions that affected people.

[16:25]
I think having some of those cross-functional committees where they were meeting on a regular
basis and having those discussions and being able to voice concerns and talk about what needs to
happen next was phenomenal. You know, I’ve only been here five years, so many people have
been here a lot longer, but I just think that the university really grew and the leadership grew as
they were able to work together. And I see the benefit of those relationships now. Those
relationships are established in a much stronger way and now, if people need to reach out about
something else post-pandemic, I think they’re going to be much more willing to do so and have a
relationship to draw on from that.
So I think communication—what else did I jot down—I think the telework culture has made a big
shift. We just helped the president put together a piece that just came out in the last week or so on
continued support for telework and flexibility in scheduling even. Particularly as we see the labor
market right now where there are so many jobs open—Utah’s economy is still booming,
ironically. Housing costs are definitely off the charts but to attract and retain staff, we need to be
offering them what they want and they have the luxury of saying, this is what I want and if you
don’t give it to me I’ll go get it somewhere else.
When I first came on board in 2017, the mentality that I heard even from my own team was, well,
we don’t have to try that hard to recruit anybody because we’re the biggest employer in the valley
and everybody wants to work at USU and we have these great benefits and, you know, people are
USU COVID-19 2022: DOUG BULLOCK
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willing to take a pay cut to come here. And I was just, like, no. That is not acceptable to me. We
want to be an employer of choice, yes, but not just because we’re the biggest game in town. I
said, these other employers will adapt because they need talent and we’re definitely seeing that
now. And with telework, you know, the tech corridor in Lehi can recruit our people here in Cache
Valley if people don’t want to leave Cache Valley then they don’t have to. They can now work
somewhere else.
[18:23]
We’ve lost faculty—I know we lost at least one faculty member to Harvard and, you know, what
a prestigious place to be a professor but not have to leave Cache Valley. So, I think we’re still
continuing to evolve that, but I think the president is trying to help us signal that, hey, to the
extent that we can still meet the department needs, the student needs, and the university needs,
then we’re okay with considering those kinds of things. So I think that, you know, the workplace
has forever changed.
The genie is out of the bottle. We will never go back to being a fully in-person campus, I don’t
believe. I think hybrid is here to stay. I think most of our telework requests that are coming
through are hybrid. We’ve got some who are doing full-time telework and we’ve got more out-ofstate telework which is something we’re choosing to embrace—might be a strong word—but we
are taking the position that we will do our very best to support people out of state if that’s what
the deans and VPs want to do. There are some costs associated with that but I think those things
are transforming the university for the future.
JD:

Do you think the telework question is one of the most interesting ones coming out of the
pandemic—do you have any general numbers you could throw out there in terms of how common
telework is, now that we’re coming through at least the space of the pandemic?

DB:

Yeah, we’re still processing requests, but I could—actually, I have a dashboard that I can double
check and see what our numbers are right now.

JD:

If not, that’s okay. I just thought it is interesting to me, this shift that the university has undergone
from no telework at all to yes, we want to embrace this and in my own organization there are a lot
of people that are asking for some flexibility so—

DB:

Yeah.

JD:

I was just curious if that was generalizable across campus.

[20:18]
DB:

Yeah, I think so. I mean, we’re seeing it across—you know, I think the faculty rank is definitely
still the most difficult just because of both the legislature mandate as well as just what I think
we’re built on, but we’re seeing some of that. But, I think for the most part—and again, not
everybody—some people tried telework full time and they’re, like, you know what, I don’t feel as
connected so I do want to come in two or three days a week. I think part of this, too, is helping
leaders to understand and to do what they should have been doing all along even when we were
in-person which is, know how to set proper expectations for your folks, know how to set the
deliverables that they need to deliver, and then let them do their job. And whether they do that job
from their home in their PJs or whether they do that from here, we should be teaching people that,
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you know, that supervisors just need to say, here’s what I want done and I need them by Friday
and I don’t care where you do it, you know, just do it. And if you’re not going to meet the
deadline, then let’s talk about that or not.
And I think in some ways people are more productive by allowing that flexibility to go to the
kid’s soccer game and then get back on at night and finish their e-mails if the nature of their work
doesn’t require them to have to be in a set window in a set chair. We have tremendous flexibility
to let people be successful, be happy and have the work-life balance that they desire.
So, let me just pull it up—I think we’re right around—I think we’re still less than 10%, probably,
that have a formal agreement on file. Yeah, we’ve got 194 approved in-state and right now we
have 16 approved out-of-state. So, you know, 205—we’ve got about 4,000 benefited staff, a little
less. So, my guess is, when we’re done it will probably be around that 10% number for a while
and, you know, I think that over time people may get more comfortable knowing that they have
that but that feels pretty good to me. I think there was a lot of fear as we put the policy in that,
you know, 90% of the university would want to telework and I don’t think we’re seeing that. I
think it’s going to end up at a comfortable level.
[22:27]
And I think as supervisors get comfortable with, oh, people will still do their work. Because I’ve
had supervisors say, well, I have to have them here so that I know that they’re working. I’m, like,
well, how many meetings are you in in a day? And they’re, like, well I’m in a lot of meetings.
I’m, like, so you’re not really watching them when they’re at work? You’re not standing over
their shoulder and seeing what they’re doing but you have a general sense that they’re here—
well, you could do the same thing with Slack or you can do the same thing by a Zoom meeting
here and there and make sure people are doing what they do. So, some of that is still a mindset
change and a culture change and, oh, this really can work. So I don’t know if I answered the
original question on that, I kind of went all over the place.
TGRW: The increase in productivity is something we’ve heard across the board. A lot of folks at the
university feel that moving to remote, while it was isolating, offered them the opportunity to run
to the grocery store and come home, keep working—
DB:

Yeah.

TGRW: But not only make them productive—a little happier in their work-life balance.
DB:

Yeah. And there is a double-edged sword on that because we’ve also had several employees who
don’t have the luxury of being able to telework, so facilities—other on-campus sort of support
roles that need to be here and I’ve heard some grumbling where they say things like, well, I’m
really upset that you got to telework for the last two years and I still have to come to campus
every day because I have to take care of the, you know, whatever the equipment or the labs or,
you know, whatever that looks like and I just don’t think it’s fair that you should get to do your
laundry while you’re working at home because then when you’re done with your day, your
laundry is done but I have to go home and do my laundry.

[24:03]
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And those are tough discussions for those who can’t and even other people who say, well, they
shouldn’t be able to do their laundry while they’re working at home, it’s like, why not? It takes
two minutes to throw a load in and if I was going to take a break at work and go to the bathroom
or if I was going to go get a snack or go get a drink at Maverick, you know, it’s no different. And
so, again, some of that is still culturally trying to get better there. And I will say—I am hedging a
little bit on long-term productivity. I think productivity overall will be better, number one,
because you can do back-to-back Zoom meetings without travel across campus which is what we
used to do, travel to meetings.
On the other hand, I do worry a little bit about burnout in some cases with people because there
aren’t distractions or people to talk to—work, work, work—and so now they’re, like, I’m more
caught up than I’ve ever been but what will that look like over the long term? Can we—is it
sustainable that we have to still help people think about their well-being—get up, take a walk,
take a break—or even as leaders not expect, you know, 15% more productivity long term if—
wherever that needs to settle in.
And so I don’t know if that makes sense but we are seeing some research come out now, too, that
we’ve got to be sensitive to people who worked really hard during the pandemic because they
didn’t have anything else to do. They couldn’t travel, they couldn’t do anything else so, yeah,
work was off the charts so let’s not overplay what the productivity increase was. Let’s see what
that looks like maybe in the next two years, post-pandemic, as the new norm sets it. So I think
that’s going to be interesting to watch.
TGRW: Is there a—including telework, is there any other change that has happened within your office, a
policy, from Covid or that was spurred on by Covid, that you expect to see more permanent going
forward?
DB:

Telework was really the big one. I’m trying to think—not really. I mean I think the flexibility
policy that was out there. Again, we’re trying to emphasize that a bit more now, too, to say, you
know, work with your folks and if you’re—they don’t have to be here necessarily 8:00 to 5:00 if
you’re—sometimes your customers may appreciate being able to come in between 7:00 and 8:00
or being able to come over between 5:00 and 6:00 and if you’ve got somebody who’s not a
morning person and would rather work 9:00 to 6:00, let them. Or if they’d rather come in 7:00 to
4:00.

[26:26]
So I think that would be the only other policy besides telework that I think we’ll need to continue
to tap. Or the split-shifts, you know—I want to come in in the morning or I want to telework in
the morning and then I need to stop, help get my kids off to school, then I’m happy to work from
10:00 to 2:00, but then I need to get my kids and go to the soccer game and then I want to get
dinner. But then I’m great to log on from 7:00 at night until 10:00—you know, once the kids are
in bed, I love working. I feel like I’m productive. So I think really re-thinking the traditional 8:00
to 5:00, I think that will really help on the flexibility side. But I don’t recall any other major
policies. I mean we revamped our performance management. We’ve revamped or we’ve
continued to add to our leadership development. But we would have done those things anyway,
pandemic aside. So it’s hard for me to distinguish if there’s particular benefits from Covid related
to that.
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TGRW: Then, I mean you talked about the kind of resistance and culture change, was there a lot of stress
and turbulence within your office in trying to get these things through, especially with the
pandemic going on?
DB:

Nope, I had a super team and if they were, they never let on. We were like ducks on the surface
of a lake, we were trying to be as calm and supportive and outward-facing looking smooth as silk
and we were churning like crazy underneath but we—knock on wood—we did—I’m just super
proud of my team and what they did and how they continued to serve customers during that time.
Knock on wood, I don’t recall getting any complaints about lack of service or lack of support.

[28:13]
I mean, we closed the HR building and we were really concerned about that as we’re used to
having walk-in traffic and people wanting to talk about their benefits. We put a drop box outside
our door so that if people came by and the door was locked, they can still drop their paperwork
and we gave them phone numbers on the door to call. And then Zoom meetings became a much
better way to interact with our customers because now they didn’t have to travel to the HR
building and they could Zoom in.
And now we could share screens because they’re, like, well, I don’t know where to find this, and
we’re, like, hey, let me show you. And I’d pull up my screen and then we’d share with our
website, let me help show you the navigation or I can have you do it. So I think in some ways our
service got better as a result of the pandemic and that may have lowered stress amongst my staff.
And then I think coupled with just the leadership team I have and the efforts we made to stay in
contact with our teleworkers every month while they were out was really good.
So I think the only area where I really detected any stress was our ADA [Americans with
Disabilities Act] coordinator, we had a lot of requests that sort of spiked particularly as we were
trying to return to campus as an institution because more people were, I think, still nervous and so
they were trying to find any way they could to say, I don’t want to have to come back because
I’m really scared about this virus or this vaccine or I live with someone who is
immunocompromised. And so that was probably the only area where I really felt stress.
Our employee relations really dropped off during the pandemic. People weren’t having as many
issues with their boss or their co-workers because I think we were isolated. We saw a little uptick
in that as they came back but some of that is coupled with our leadership training, too, because
we’ve been training more and more leaders to do a better job of setting expectations and holding
people accountable and when you do that then, you know, there’s going to be a few more
employee relations issues because now you’re kind of applying a little bit of pressure and
expectations and that causes people to react in a certain way. So, yeah. I don’t know. I think I
answered that question.
[30:10]
JD:

Are you still seeing distress in coming back to campus—we’re in May 2022—so is your office
still seeing resistance to coming back to campus from any sectors or is that just really just maybe
one or two?
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DB:

I think it’s really tapered off and I think actually passing the telework policy back in October
really helped, too, because people were wanting to request accommodations to say I have to keep
teleworking, my doctor, you know—or whatever reason—and whether they had a legitimate
reason or not, they wanted to be able to telework under sort of a medical exemption. But once we
passed the policy, we said, look, if your job is suitable for telework regardless of your medical
situation, then you don’t even have to go through the ADA process. Just submit the request and
we’ll approve it.
So I think that helped sort of taper things off for our HR Benefits Supervisor, Angie Clayson, in
our office and in fact she popped in my office the other day and she said, yeah, I’ve been really
trying to help them understand that hey, if you can telework, you don’t need to go through this
process just set up the agreement with your supervisor. So I think that’s the only area I see that
way. Otherwise I think things have really tapered off and we’re—things feel pretty good I think,
overall. I’m trying to think if there’s any other hot spots we’ve seen. And I really haven’t heard
much from the faculty side lately, so I think that sort of stabilized as well. So, yeah.

TGRW: So, what has the pandemic meant to you, personally? For both your personal life and professional
life, of course?
DB:

Yeah, that’s a great question. Yeah, it’s definitely—I don’t think anything that we—that you
could not have written the screenplay for the movie for this in a way that would have played out
this way. I was shocked.

[32:06]
I actually had a trip to Europe planned, personally, in March of 2020 and was—I had been trying
to plan that since 2017, so I’d been three years in the planning and when we pivoted—or when
we knew probably in mid to late February that it was coming and that particularly in Europe
things were shutting down, I pushed it out six months. I said, well, let’s just push the trip out six
months. By then we will have taken care of Covid. It will be a thing of the past, right?
And so I pushed everything to September. I was able to change all the reservations, everybody
was fine. Well, it started getting close to September and I realized, oh, this thing is much longer
term so we tried to push to the following March and many of the hotels and the airlines at that
point—airlines were still giving some credits but the hotels were, like, sorry, we can’t. And they
were all hurting so much financially by then, they couldn’t give refunds. They said you either
have to come or not.
So we actually lost some money the second time and I only just got back from that trip last month
because—so it took five years to go and two years after the pandemic hit. So I think personally
trying to understand—and I mentioned the comment about Covid-time—the sense of time for
people during Covid is a really weird thing. Everybody I talk to they’re like, yeah, these last two
years have been a blur. It’s been a whirlwind. And yet we’ve done a lot of really good things but
to articulate how these two years of history compared to others, it feels very different and I’m not
even sure how to articulate that very well.
Personally, I am appreciative and I don’t want to say this in a grandiose way, but I really do think
that it was a chance for me to elevate the perception of HR and my role—not so much Doug
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Bullock, but I think the role of the head of HR at an institution like this—was to try to say, hey,
we can help with a lot of this stuff if you’ll let us.
[34:04]
We have some ideas, particularly on the people side of life and how we can help you and things
to think about. So I’ll be forever grateful for that because I think I was able to get more street cred
with senior leadership, with the president and with many department heads and stuff. So at least I
hope I do. I mean, I’m sure—I always say if everybody’s happy with me I’m probably not doing
my job either because there are some things that we have to do with compliance and some other
stuff that would probably make people not happy but I think professionally it’s been good for me
that way. And I don’t know—Jennifer, you’ve seen us at HR through these last two years and I
don’t know if there are thoughts that you have about what you’ve seen with the department, or
with--?
JD:

No, I completely agree. You guys have become much more visible and I get the sense now that
you’re perceived as so much more effective and helpful and useful so I think you’re spot on in
this assessment of raising your profile and your credibility for your office.

DB:

Yeah, I agree with that. And thank you for that and I appreciate that. So—and we’re always
looking to be better and be open to feedback so I always tell people, you know, I can’t fix it if I
don’t know it’s broken so please, you know, we want to be thick-skinned as well. But I, yeah, I
just—from that standpoint it’s good. You know, my peers, I was able to network with my peers at
the other institutions. We were meeting via Zoom periodically and talking about and exchanging
best practices and kind of what people were saying that way, too. Particularly as the legislature
was taking action.
Or even—the other thing that happened late last fall, you know, the federal contractor vaccine
requirements, we thought that was going to go through so we were gearing up, working with the
office of research and others to plan for, okay, we have a state legislature—you know, that’s the
other thing is we’re dealing with state legislature saying you can’t require vaccines, can’t require
masks. You’ve got the feds saying as a federal contractor you’re taking money. We’re going to
require all your people to get vaccinated.
So that was something we began to ramp up and we were ahead of the curve on, but then
fortunately the lawsuits were filed and it sort of stayed any action that way so—and those are still
working their way through the court. I think at this stage, you know, the vaccination rate, I’m not
too worried about it. So, there definitely were a lot of things to keep an eye on as we looked at
those different political pieces that were playing out around this pandemic situation, too.

[36:17]
TGRW: For an individual listening to this in the future, what do you think the biggest lessons to take away
from everything you’ve been—from this moment in history?
DB:

Just as an institution or in general, or?

TGRW: Yeah, as an institution.
DB:

Yeah, I mean I think I’ve sort of iterated those already. I think—I hope we will keep the good
things from Covid and if there were bumps along the way for how we handled certain things, then
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definitely take a chance to look back on that. I think this oral history project is great. I think we
should always do a post-mortem or some sort of look back to say, how did we do? Often we’re so
busy working on the next thing, the next project, the next whatever we’re working on, that we
take time to stop, celebrate and look back and take lessons learned. But I think communication
between departments, the silos that came down—I think it integrated us a bit more. As statewide
campuses, there’s always some disconnect there. I think there is still a lot of room to grow there
as we further strengthen that.
I think Larry Smith did a great job leading the statewide campuses through this effort. So I think
communication, I think the flexibility of the workforce. You know, I think the challenges that
face the university now are as much about the labor market which is somewhat due to Covid but
is somewhat due to just the economy and the growth regardless, but how do we now attract and
retain people and give them the flexibility that they want and support them in a way and grow
them in a way that will set the university up for success going forward so that we have succession
planning or that we have ability to meet the students’ needs.
[38:06]
And even the student side—and I don’t deal with students as much, but how has the student
experience changed over the last couple of years and their expectations of a university and the
activities or the online classes. Three of my kids were actually going to USU during the pandemic
and two of them loved going to online, preferred it. One of them hated it and it was not her cup of
tea and so some of them were fine not stepping a foot on campus. Others were, like, no, I really
would have preferred to be in class.
So that student experience and realizing the differences that they have. How we recruit now and
compete with other institutions for students, other employers for talent, for faculty, for staff—
we’re still going to have to find our way on that. We haven’t fully figured that all out yet, but
we’re working on it.
TGRW: For you, your team, the institution—you talked about retrospective—where do we go from here?
What’s the next step?
DB:

Well, I think as I just mentioned, I think looking forward on how do we—and I applaud President
Cockett, she’s got two main initiatives going on right now. One is the Post-Covid Task Force,
which I mentioned, and that has several sub work groups that are really looking at that—how do
we go forward and what do we need to do? One of those is—they’ve got one on the faculty side
which I’m not part of—but a faculty development and retention work group. There’s the staff
development and retention work group which I am a part of and I co-chair with the SCA [?]
president.
Each of those work groups is developing their top five strategies to help the university move
forward, post-Covid. And then you’ve got the strategic planning group, Michael Torrens, and—
was it Matt White, who’s helping him or somebody else?

[40:06]
JD:

I think it’s one of the deans but I can’t remember.
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DB:

Yeah, anyway, there’s two of them that are sort of spearheading the strategic planning initiative
which—my understanding is that’s not been done before at university either and that was
something I was surprised got here in 2017, coming out of the private sector, I’m, like, where’s
our strategic planning piece—so putting that in place—so I do think that the university is poised
to start looking forward at those types of topics. So you know, examples on the staff and
development side, one is being—now that President Cockett has sent out—more flexibility, more
telework, but we’re also looking at our tuition benefits and our tuition remission benefits for our
employees. Many employers are offering free tuition and we don’t and that strikes me as odd. As
the HR guy for a university when I’m, like, that’s our product that we can give to our employees,
but there’s also a financial impact for that.
So looking at the, you know, tuition, looking at workforce planning, being better at understanding
how do we plan for the future and for the needs of a department and how do I know when I need
more staff? How do I justify more staff? And, of course, the biggest question: How do I get
funding for more staff, right? And so I think those are things all in the work-life balance. As
we’re looking at tuition—what else is on our list?
Compensation. We’re really to—this was something that was a pressure point before Covid. It’s
even more of a pressure point now because of the labor shortage and so we’re putting more tools
in place so that we can better survey the market, survey our peers, know what they’re paying so
that we can say we know what the gaps are. Again, funding is a challenge but at least we’ll know
where those hot spots are and how do we retain really good people versus losing them. So, there’s
a lot of stuff in the works that I’m really excited about for the next three to five years, and I think
it will just continue to help us get better and better.

[42:00]
TGRW: Is there anything else you’d like to add about your experiences with the Covid 19 pandemic?
DB:

No. I do think it will be interesting as we look at it from an endemic stage now, and we’re already
hearing rumors of the next round, so will this truly become a seasonal issue for us, just like the flu
or colds and what level of response will employers need to take—or universities need to take—in
that scenario. Can it truly get to a just stay home when you’re not feeling well and make sure you
get your annual Covid shot? Or will there be more? Will it, because of the media attention,
always have a level of hype that causes more concern or will there be a new thing—monkey pox,
or whatever bird flu—there’s always something.
I do think the medial played a very interesting role and I’m being very kind when I say
interesting. I do think that there was a lot of media attention that maybe wasn’t as helpful as it
could have been and I think that made it difficult for the government agencies who were trying to
figure out what ways to handle this. I don’t know if somebody said it and I plagiarized it, but we
all have the same amount of experience with a global pandemic and that’s one. We all have—
none of us were any smarter than any of the rest of us. We were all trying to figure this out
together and in some ways that made us stronger, and in other ways that was a very divisive and
polarizing topic whether you’re talking about masks or social distancing or vaccines.
So hopefully those things will sort of find whatever norm they need to going forward and we can
just work together and say, yeah, if there’s a seasonal Covid time then let’s deal with that and
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move on. So hopefully we won’t. I’m hoping we get to a place where that’s not as big an issue. I
didn’t articulate that very well, but hopefully it made sense.
[44:00]
TGRW: Well, Mr. Bullock, I would like to thank you for your time this morning discussing your
experiences during the Covid pandemic here at Utah State University.
DB:

Okay.

[End recording – 44:11]
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